CDE’s Data Dictionary

Why did CDE update their Data Dictionary?
Legal Requirements
Per Colorado law, the Colorado Department of Education (CDE) is required to provide a Data Dictionary with a list of the
Personally Identifiable Information (PII) collected within our student data system. The Dictionary must include
definitions of the data elements and information about the legal mandates to collect that data. [C.R.S. 22-16-104 (a)]
Under the same law, Local Education Providers (LEPs) are required to post clear information on their website explaining
the PII that they collect and maintain. This information does not need to include the PII that the LEP transmits to CDE
but the LEP must post a link to CDE’s Data Dictionary. [C.R.S. 22-16-107 (1)(a)]

Data Transparency
CDE’s prior Data Dictionary was built to accommodate users that are both internal and external to CDE, and as a result, it
was not easy for a layperson to understand. CDE considers data transparency to be very important so this new Data
Dictionary provides clearer information for any member of the public who wants to understand the PII that CDE collects.
This tool may also be useful to help district administrators answer questions from the public.

How can I access and use CDE’s Data Dictionary?
Where is the Data Dictionary?
You can reach CDE’s Data Dictionary via this link: http://www.eddataportal.info/cde. There are also links to the Data
Dictionary on CDE’s Privacy and Security pages, which can be found at
http://www.cde.state.co.us/dataprivacyandsecurity.

What is contained in the Data Dictionary?
The Data Dictionary contains a list of CDE’s collections, which are the primary groups of data CDE gathers from school
districts, Boards of Cooperative Education Services (BOCES) and Administrative Units (AUs) throughout the year for
specific purposes. Under each collection, you will be able to see the detailed data elements that are collected as well as
the related legal mandates. While CDE is only required to provide a Data Dictionary for student information, educator
data is also included.
Under each collection is a list of the data elements that local education agencies provide. Each data element contains a
definition and also whether the data element is personally identifiable or not. While some data is obviously personally
identifiable (like “name”), some data is only identifiable when combined with other information. Those data elements
are listed as conditional. An example of this situation might be the data element “race”. On its own, a particular race is
not personally identifiable, but if you have “John Smith” and “race” together, you know that John is of a particular race,
and that may identify him. For that reason, “race” would be listed as conditional. Finally, the Data Dictionary shows
when one data element (like name) is collected in multiple collections.

How can I use the Data Dictionary?
You can explore the Data Dictionary by collections or by data elements. You can search for an element by name or
browse through the elements in alphabetical order. You can also determine if a data element is personally identifiable
or conditional. You can select a data element or a collection to get more information, which includes the legal mandate
for that collection or element. In addition, you can export data to excel if you want to use the information in another
way. More details on how to use the Data Dictionary follow.

Questions?
Email dataprivacy@cde.state.co.us.
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Data Dictionary Screenshots and Instructions
How to Browse and Find Elements
Select Data Elements or Collections based on what you want to see.
You can select All data elements or select to view a subset of elements utilizing the A B C.

Select an individual Data Element to see the Element Profile.
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How to Browse and Find Collections
Select: Collections
Shows all the current data pipeline collections that are in DataSpecs which imports over into Ed Data Portal.

Click the down arrow to expand to show the Collection Name, Mandates and Collection Item Name and Element Name.
Click the up arrow to return to the previous screen.
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Export to Excel
Export to Excel will download your current selection into an Excel file. There is an export to excel option available when
viewing data elements or collections. Either option will download a excel file that contains two tabs. If you download the
excel export from the data elements section you will get tabs named: Data Elements and Collection Information. If you
download the excel export from the collections section you will get tabs named: List of Collections and Collection Data
Elements.

Data Elements export tab: Data Elements, each data element is listed along with a description, if it is personally
identifiable, and the collection(s) that use the data element.

Data Elements export tab: Collection Information, each collection is listed along with the collection mandate.
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Collections export tab: List of Collections, each collection is listed along with the collection mandate.
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Collections export tab: Collection Data Elements, all data elements are listed and sorted by collection. In this report
elements are repeated when they appear in multiple collections.

Data Dictionary Guide
To access the Guide, click on the link: Go here for directions on using the Ed Data Portal.
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